Qualitative Analysis of Chaotic Behaviour in a Plasma System
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Abstract: To analyze a physical plasma system, qualitative analysis methods should be applied first. Plasma systems components like the plasma source itself and its diagnostic tools must be studied to find out how these components interact to yield results describing the actual plasma system behaviour. For example, immersing a basic electric diagnostic instrument, such as the Langmuir probe, in a thermionically produced plasma source to measure plasma characteristic parameters constitutes a plasma system. When a time-sweep of the probe bias voltage is applied to the probe tip, plasma charge current is collected between the two probe bias voltage polarities. The resulting so-called I-V characteristics curve resembles the logistic curve proposed, previously, by Verhulst. The Verhulst logistic model curve described how population grow relative to available resources and formed the basis of modern chaos theory. In this letter, accounting for plasma charges population growth (or decay) as well as how they are sustained in a plasma system is discussed qualitatively. This is done without bearing additional assumptions as to the physical composition of the plasma charge itself. In addition, the findings here should modify the approach in interpreting Langmuir probe trace data that used before, only, an exponential fit to model the plasma charge current vs. probe bias voltage data. This allows for more fitting models to be implemented to analyze the behaviour of a variety of plasma systems.
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1. Introduction

Physical plasma is a quasineutral gas of charged and neutral particles that exhibits collective behaviour [1]. It is often referred to as the 4th state of matter. Plasma is ubiquitous in space and close to earth and can be studied using different models [2]. In addition, plasma sources and diagnostics were developed with increasing number of industrial and medical applications [3, 4].

The American scientist Irving Langmuir started his research in plasma physics in the early 20th century. He gave it its name after noticing, with his co-workers, its basic property as a medium where electromagnetic waves and particles are transported much like human body plasma which carries blood components [5]. Among his many contributions to plasma physics, Langmuir invented an electric probe to diagnose plasmas. Techniques of building and methods of interpreting the data of various types of this kind of electrical probes are given elsewhere [6].

On the other hand, and before Langmuir times, the Belgian mathematician Pierre-François Verhulst established his model to account for human population growth and its relationship to living resources by the middle of the 19th century [7]. Later, his model became the basis for the development of other logistic models that described various chaotic systems in other disciplines.

The American meteorologist Edward Lorenz computational efforts to forecasting weather helped in renewing interest in applying deterministic chaos theory in a variety of fields [8]. In plasma physics, microscopic chaotic features of plasma were studied as a part of describing complex aspects of plasma systems [9].

In this letter, chaotic behaviour of physical plasma is presented within the context of studying plasma systems that include two components. Namely; the plasma source and its diagnostic tools. A thermionically produced plasma source [10] and an electric probe, such as the Langmuir probe, are used as
the main constructing components for this system.

The qualitative analysis method followed in this paper keeps physical assumptions to a minimum. In particular, and in regard to describing plasma charges, macroscopical description is given without positing additional physical explanation as to what a charge is beyond its attractive and repulsive nature.

2. Inspection of Langmuir Probe Curves in Comparison with Verhulst Logistic Model

Figure 1. Typical I-V characteristics traces for various planar, cylindrical and spherical Langmuir probes [6].

Figure 2. An original curve of Verhulst logistic model compared to a logarithmic scale curve [11].

Figure 1 shows typical Langmuir probe curves. Different probe trace shapes are due to each probe geometry and size which are optimized to collect sufficient plasma charge current vs. probe bias voltage.

Figure 2 represents the original Verhulst logistic curve that modeled population growth contrasted to the other contemporary exponential model.

When inspecting Langmuir probe curves in comparison with the Verhulst logistic model curve, the sudden and rapid increase in plasma current charge population, as the probe bias voltage approach the attraction polarity, indicates that the plasma system is behaving chaotically.

3. Concept of Charge in Plasma

The first modern mention of the existence of the concept of charge is due to Gilbert [12] in the context of explaining the difference between the physics of electric charge phenomenon and magnetic phenomenon. Coulomb defined the charge as a form of matter that experiences a force. No specific description (discrete or continuous) of charges was given. The description that prevailed, for a while, was of describing charges as a fluid with attractive and repulsive forces acting between them [13].

A general description of charges is given by defining the charge current as the rate of change of charges with time:

$$ I = \frac{dQ(t)}{dt} \tag{1} $$

Where,
- $I$ is the charge current.
- $Q(t)$ is charge as a function of time.
- $t$ is time.

This is a mathematical equation that does not impose any additional assumptions on the composition of charges, yet it is sufficient to account for the behaviour of flowing charges, or currents, in electrical systems. To date.

When interpreting Langmuir probe data, based on plasma system chaotic behaviour, the plasma attributes that exhibit its chaotic behaviour are its charge content value and how these charges are sustained. The Langmuir probe I-V trace measures the charges population rate of change vs. their sustenance energy as sensed by the probe bias voltage.

Further, the law of mass action can be utilized to arrive at the value of total charge value in a plasma system. This physicochemical law states that for all, but the most elementary chemical reactions, the rate of change of the concentration, or activity, of a reactant is directly proportional to the concentration, or activity, of this reactant [14].

Specifically,

$$ \frac{dQ}{dt} = -kQ(t) \tag{2} $$

Where,
- $k$ is the reaction rate.

When the Langmuir probe curve tends to saturate, as the time-sweep of probe bias voltage approaches the attractive polarity value, the plasma charge saturated current value represents the reaction equilibrium state. At this stage, the plasma system tends to stop producing additional charges.

Qualitative analysis of the charge concept in plasma leads to the identification of certain chaotic features in plasma systems. For example, an intuitive feature of these systems is that various plasma attributes co-exist in mixed states. Transitive mixed charge regions are clear in a Langmuir probe trace. Moreover, plasma charges are controlled by mixed types of forces such as Coulomb electric, magnetic, electromagnetic, pressure, hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic forces.

4. Mathematical Model

The following mathematical model analyzes aspects of chaos theory related to the qualitative analysis of plasma systems following the Verhulst model. It assumes the following plasma system set-up:
1. Thermionically produced large-scale plasma source.
2. Langmuir probe as a diagnostic tool.

The following is the dimensionless Verhulst logistic model equation [15]:

\[
\frac{Q(t)}{Q_{\text{sat}}} = x(t) = \frac{1}{1 + (\frac{r}{x_0} - 1)e^{-rt}}
\]  

(3)

Where,

- \(Q_{\text{sat}}\) is the total saturation charge.
- \(x_0\) is the ratio of the charge value at the beginning of probe.
- \(r\) is the charge population growth parameter.

For different values of the parameter \(r\), growth or decay curves in the plasma charge population are exhibited in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Curves of the logistic equation which can be used to model plasma charge population growth (or decay) rates as described by chaos theory [15].

5. Concluding Remarks

In a discipline that deals mainly with electrodynamics and electromagnetisms such as plasma physics, there is a need to further describe, in detail, aspects of plasma charge population and how it is produced. A qualitative analysis of a thermionically produced plasma source with a Langmuir probe as its diagnostic tool, has shown that plasma acts chaotically in such systems. Indeed, accounting for the plasma charge population rate of change and how it is sustained using elements of chaos theory helps in developing many useful applications for these plasma systems.
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